Ffxiv fishing collectibles guide

Pretty simple really, are there any updated guides, preferably less than 5 years old, in regards to gathering collectables? I am trying to get some items for Deliveries and decided to go for the fishing items. Went out, caught the fish, HQ even, and returned to turn them in. To my surprise, the game didn't recognize the fish I caught as the fish in
demand. I noticed then that they didn't have the little box to signify a collectable item. Every "guide" I look up says I need to use "Collectors Glove", but that was removed in 5.4. So if anyone knows of a guide to explain how fishing for collectables works, could you please share it? Shadowbringers UPDATED! How to level up Fishing Quickly!?
Confused with Fishing Levequests? Looking for FIsh & Fishing Spots? Power Level your Fisher! FSH Leveling Navigation: [01-15] | [15-35] | [35-50] | [50-55] | [55-60] | [60-70] | [70-80]Key Info per section:Fishing quest item & location.Levequest fish and notes about themIf grinding, what’s the best fish/spot to farm? (Most useful)Grinding summary
per tierBefore you begin…For those who haven’t even unlocked the fishing class: The Fisher’s Guild is in Limsa Lominsa.To gain maximum EXP as a Fisher and level up fast, keep note of the following. Key points are: Choosing the right fish/spot/lure for you level. Also, Keeping key pieces of gear up to date (To up HQ chance, and reduce “got away”).
Our Gathering Gear Guide is something you should keep open while leveling up: If you’re curious, here’s the equipment I prepared for my journey to 50.Have a pile of Rabbit Pie (you can buy it from the Limsa food vendor in the market). If you can, pack some Jack-o-Lanterns, too.Fishing Class Quest ItemsFor fishing, you might want to check the
Market Board and buy up all the brainlessly cheap fish to make this a little bit less of a hassle. You can submit fish as quest requirements that are bought from NPC/Auction house!Fisher 01: Lominsan Anchovy x 5 — (Right outside the guild, Bait: Lugworm) Fisher 05: Harbor Herring x3 — (Right outside the guild, Bait: Pillbug) Fisher 10: HQ Princess
Trout — (Middle La Noscea: any river, Bait: Crayfish Ball) Fisher 15: Navigators Dagger x5 — (Western La Noscea: Brewers Beacon, Bait: Rait Tail) Fisher 20: Warmwater Trout x5 — (Upper La Noscea – Oakwood, Bait: Crow Fly) Fisher 25: Shadow Catfish — (Fallgourd Float, Bait: Moth Pupa > Striped Goby > Shadow Catfish) Fisher 30: Fullmoon
Sardine x 10 — (South Umbral Isles (Night), Tackle: Spoonworm) Fisher 35: Desert Catfish — (Sagoili Dunes, Bait: Rolling Stone) Fisher 40: Raincaller x5 — (Old Gridania. Whispering Gorge, Rain. Bait: Stem Borer) Fisher 45: Cloud Cutter x5 — (Whitebrim, Bait: Hoverworm) Fisher 50: Mazlaya Marlin (North Bloodshore, Double Mooch) — (Double
Mooch, Bait: Floating Minnow) — (Harbor Herring > Ogre Barracuda > Mazlaya Marlin)Page 2Shadowbringers UPDATED! How to level up Fishing Quickly!? Confused with Fishing Levequests? Looking for FIsh & Fishing Spots? Power Level your Fisher! FSH Leveling Navigation: [01-15] | [15-35] | [35-50] | [50-55] | [55-60] | [60-70] | [70-80]This tiers
grinding summary (~15-35)FromToMAXLocationMapBaitNotes152020Fallgourd FloatNSHMidge BasketStraight up grinding spot. Great EXP152020AleportWLNRat TailCatches many relevant Levequest fish.202326Yug'ram RiverETHButterworm( night ) 100% Black Eel. Just alt-tab during daytime :)232729Burning WallETHBrass Spoon Lure100%
Yug'ram Salmon: Insane EXP.273035Ceruleum FieldNTHChocobo Fly100% Grip Killfish. This spot is SUPERIOR TO MOONDRIP303131North Umbral IslesWLNSpoonworm( night ) Gain a level in one night + quest item (Fullmoon Sardine)303535Cape WestwindWTHSpoonwormChange lure to Steel Jig - Sinking Minnow when possible.353740Sagoili
DesertSTHSand LeechGreat overall grind spot. Decent until 40 if you choose to.374041The NailCCHWildfowl FlyHigh chance of Bronzelake and Crimson Trout. (can begin @36)Fishing Level 15-20Fishing Quest Level 20: Warmwater Trout x5 Level 15 Fishing Levequests: Western La Noscea ,Aleport. Level 20 Fishing Levequests: South Shroud,
Quarrymill.Where to find Warmwater Trout? Using Crow Fly in Oakwood (Upper La Noscea), Warmwater Trout is easy to come by.FSH Level 15-20 Levequest fish (?) 3 [9] White Coral [R]: Difficult to isolate | Skull Valley | Rat Tail (?) 3 [9] Helmet Crab [R]: Difficult to isolate | Skull Valley | Rat Tail (?) 3 Rothlyt Oyster : Silver Bazaar (WTH) | Rat Tail
(?) 3 Razor Clam : Crescent Cove (WTH) | Rat TailWhite Coral is an eyesore. It’s low level, and hard to isolate! Overall, using Rat Tails in Aleport will get you a small chance to catch any of these.FSH Level ~15-20 Grinding spotsFallgourd Float using Midge Basket is actually pretty good. None of these fish are really valuable nor are Leve submits for
this tier, but EXP gains are quick here! This spot is pretty amazing. Make sure to grind out a level or two here. I suggest trying to Catch Warmwater Trout for your class quest once you hit 20, when you can use lures (Crow Fly). That’s also where you’ll be grinding so just wait :)Fishing Level 20-25Fishing Quest Level 25: Shadow Catfish Level 20/25
Fishing Levequests: South Shroud, Quarrymill.At level 22 you learn Release. With this skill you can release a fish you catch – telling the game to not store any of this fish during this fishing session. It’s separate for HQ/NQ.Where to find Shadow Catfish? Using low level bait Moth Pupa, you can mooch a Striped Goby(HQ) to get your Shadow Catfish
rather easily! You cannot pre-emptively finish your L25 Class Quest since you need to mooch – which is a skill you gain at 25.FSH Level 20-25 Levequest fish (?) 3 [9] Faerie Bass [R] : (?) 3 [9] Dark Sleeper [R] : (?) 3 Copperfish : (?) 3 Black Eel :FSH Level ~20-25 Grinding spots Yugram River using Butterworm in E.Thanalan is an awesome spot if you
have decent gear. It gives the eels (night time), Dark Bass and Yug’ram Salmon for the next tier! Oakwood using Crow Fly and Brass Spoon Lure. This spot is really attractive if you’re lazy to move from spot to spot.Fishing Level 25-30Fishing Quest Level 30: Fullmoon Sardine x 10 Level 25 Fishing Levequests: East Shroud, Quarrymill. Level 30
Fishing Levequests: Eastern La Noscea, Costa Del Sol.Where to find Fullmoon Sardine? Take the boat from Aleport to Umbral Isles. Use Spoonworm and fish in the northern part of the island. (Only spawns at night time, 6pm to 6am)FSH Level 25-30 Levequest fish (?) 3 [9] Dark Bass [R] : (?) 3 [9] Five-Ilm Pleco [R] : (?) 3 Black Ghost : (?) 3 Yugr’am
Salmon :Sadly, this tier suffers the same fate of not having a “universal” fishing spot. There are GREAT grinding spots for this tier so I would ignore leves here all-together.FSH Level ~25-30 Grinding spots@23 head right to The Burning Wall. @27 head to ceruleum field with Chocobo Fly lure! That’s going to be the ultimate grinding spot for a
WHILE.Fishing Level 30-35Fishing Quest Level 35: Desert Catfish Level 30 Fishing Levequests: Eastern La Noscea, Costa Del Sol. Level 35 Fishing Levequests: Coerthas, Observatorium.Where to find Desert Catfish? Southern Thanalan, either of the 2 sandfishing spots using Sand Leech. Easy to catch, no worries here.FSH Level 30-35 Levequest fish
(?) 3 [9] Black Soles [R] : (?) 3 [9] Sea Pickle [R] : (?) 3 Indigo Herring : (?) 3 Ash Tuna :Again, Levequest fishing in this tier is a no-go. Good grinding spots and a lack of a non-universal levequest fish source dooms this tier.FSH Level ~30-35 Grinding spotsCERULEUM FIELD IS THE KING of grinding spots! 100% Grip Killfish! It’s superior to the much
discussed MOONDRIP that many other fishers will tell you. Trust me! @30, you can replace your Chocoby Fly with Sylphid Basket lure for FASTER Grip Killfish netting.Follow us on Facebook for more FFXIV updates!FSH Leveling Navigation: [01-15] | [15-35] | [35-50] | [50-55] | [55-60] | [60-70] | [70-80]Pages: Page 1, Page 2, Page 3, Page 4, Page 5,
Page 6, Page 7 1. Gathering Collectables Guide Collectables have several purposes. They unlock scrips that can be used for materia, gear, and endgame nodes. They also help support crafting by allowing you to obtain aethersands by using Aetherial Reduction, which is the act of breaking down specific collectables into sands you can craft with. While
leveling, collectables are an easy method to gain experience points. While this is not the fastest method, because collectables grant scrips, it is the most efficient after around level 70. To unlock the collectable system at level 50, you must first complete the main story quest "The Better Half" and the side quest "Inscrutable Tastes." Additionally, there
are side quests for each scrip exchange that are located beside said NPC for each expansion. Unlike crafting classes that use their regular skills to make collectables, Mining and Botany instead have unique skills that are only used for collectables. Fisher toggles an action called Collect, which turns certain fish into collectables based on their size. 2.
Your Skills and the Collectable UI As mentioned above, Mining and Botany have unique skills with the sole purpose being for gathering collectables. Some cost GP. Others do not and have various effects which impact your Integrity and Collectability. The skills can be pressed inside this collectable menu, meaning you can even move those skills off
your hotbars and save some space. If you hover over the skills, the circle above will show you your predicted Collectability rating, and there are also toggle buttons below to see the prediction with certain buffs applied. The top of the menu shows your Collectability out of the max rating of 1000 and predicts ratings when you hover over skills. For the
skill Brazen Prospector, it shows the range your rating can be between. After that, there is the blue primary actions area, which is comprised of the regular buttons you would use to gain Collectability. Scour is the basic skill, with the other skills being based on that as mentioned on the tooltip. Brazen Prospector gives you a random rating of
50%-150% of Scour and Meticulous Prospector gives you 75% but has a chance to give you extra attempts. Below that is the red secondary actions and bonuses region. This houses skills and bonuses that increase your Collectability rating. One skill is Scrutiny, which costs 200 GP and gives you up to 250 additional rating. The second skill is
Collector's Focus, which increases your chance to trigger intuition by 75% of its current chance. The bonus intuition rate gives you a chance to gain an extra 100 Collectability, while Collector's Standard has a random chance to buff Brazen Prospector and Meticulous Prospector to be 100% of Scour instead of the percentages they originally are. For a
more in-depth explanation of FFXIV's Mining and Botany skills, check out our dedicated guide linked below. All Mining and Botany Skills 2.1. Ephemeral Nodes Ephemeral nodes hold items that you also have to gather as collectables in a similar way to other collectables. The difference is that their only purpose is for the items to be broken down using
Aetherial Reduction to turn the items into aethersands, crystals, and clusters for crafting. It is the equivalent of desynthesis. Fishing classes can also reduce specific fish into aethersands using the same methods. To unlock reduction, you need to complete the level 56 quest "No Longer a Collectable" and the quest "The Better Half" that unlocks the
scrip exchange. Once you hit 400 Collectability rating on these items, you have a chance to obtain aethersands. At 1000 Collectability, you have a chance to gain a bonus that can grant you up to 10 sands per item. You always want to aim for either 400 or 1000 - there is no need to waste GP aiming for anything different. 3. Collectable Rotations With
there only being a few collectable skills, you can easily use similar rotations at any level. The skill Collector's Focus has not been very useful, meaning these rotations are perfectly valid from level 50 all the way to level 90. There are low stat and high stat rotations. To be able to use the high stat rotation, you need to be close to hitting 200
Collectability on Scour. While leveling, 600 rating is enough for quests and Custom Deliveries but is only the minimum for Rowena's Splendors. Instead, try to aim for 1000 for those items. 3.1. 700GP Standard Rotation This is the generally used rotation if you reach the stat requirements mentioned for the item. Lower stats can also use this rotation,
but you might need to spend more GP on collectable skills. 3.2. 400/600GP Low Stat Rotation This is the lower stat rotation if you do not hit close to the max Collectability rating. It trades off yield for rating because the max rating (1000 in most cases) is always better. Depending on your stats, you will need either 400 or 600GP. 3.3. 0GP Ephemeral
Rotation This is simply an example of an ephemeral rotation you would use to hit 400 rating when you have no GP. 400 is required to be able to get a chance at sands. 4. Fishing for Collectables Fishing uses very different skills compared to Mining and Botany. The collectable rating of the fish relates to the size of the fish and is relative to each fish,
meaning a large fish with a rating of 700 might not give any rewards because the fish is normally much larger. A commonly small fish with a rating of 50 might instead give the highest possible rewards. Fisher can also reduce certain fish into aethersands like the other classes. For certain fish, you also have to consider bait, weather, and time
alongside the correct type of hookset to be able to catch it. This can make certain fish give huge rewards at the cost of the fish being rare or hard to catch. To gain a higher Collectability rating on your Fisher, you want to be using Patience II because it increases the chance of landing larger fish. Aside from that, you also want to use Identical Cast to
be able to hook the fish a second time easily. Double Hook will not give you two collectables at once. The main differences in gathering collectables using Spearfishing are the skills available to collect fish and the ability to isolate the fish based on the speed and size of the fish you want. Nature's Bounty is the main way to gather collectables while
Spearfishing because you can easily catch the fish. To learn more about the various skills available to Fisher, check out our guide linked below. All Fishing Skills 5. Changelog 13 Jan. 2022: Guide added. Show more Show less
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